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Abstract - Intelligent Transport Systems or ITS are increasingly being used to improve road safety, reduce travel times. ITS services are designed to optimize transport times and fuel consumption thus providing safer transportation. ITS applications for road safety can be divided into three operational areas Data collection, Information exchange and emergency response & Enforcement. ITS along major urban corridors can resolve many traffic management safety issues, while creating a smart urban environment. The aim of this research paper is to conduct systematic analysis on ITS.

This paper, attempts to understand the application of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) as a solution of present traffic congestion problem and how to decrease road accidents by the use of technology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent Transport Systems, or ITS, is a new transportation system which aims to resolve a variety of road traffic issues, such as traffic accidents and congestion, by linking people, roads, and vehicles in an information and communications network via cutting-edge technologies. It includes, for example, a road traffic information provision system in which road traffic information is collected via roadside sensors and then provided to driver. ITS is defined as the set of applications which are advance and aim to apply intelligent information and communication technologies in order to provide services for transport and traffic management. An ITS is an advanced application which aims to provide innovative services relating to different modes of transport and traffic management. The Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) is a new road and traffic system which combines information, communication, and control technologies to properly integrate drivers, vehicles and roads in a way that supports people driving. ITS provides people with a variety of convenient road traffic applications.

The Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) field is a primary subfield within the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). An Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) is to efficiently manage existing transportation resources in response to dynamic traffic conditions. An advanced traffic management system must incorporate all modes of transportation if it is to provide an effective management solution. Increasing traffic congestion coupled with improved. The Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) integrated solution of multiple technologies to improve the flow of vehicle traffic improve safety and minimize the road accident on highways.

Broadly, the ITS applications for road safety can be divided into three operational areas Data collection, Information exchange and emergency response & Enforcement.

1.1. Data Collection

It involves implementation of sets of sensors to collect data relating to traffic environment. This data may include traffic data, weather data accident and incident data and any other data relevant to the area

1.2 Information Exchange

The collected data is processed with the help of computers and software algorithms and presented in a meaningful and useful form.

1.3 Enforcement

Various enforcement tools and systems are available like red light and stop line violation detection, over-speed detection, overload detection, video incident detection system.

2. OBJECTIVES

- to improve traffic safety
- to relieve traffic congestion
- to improve transportation efficiency
- to reduce air pollution
- to increase the energy efficiency

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

Mamta Bachani et al. attempts about the system known as Intelligent Transportation System A Road for Tomorrow which is the solution of increased pollution, congestion and road accidents through deployment of hardware and software

Aditi Zear et al. The aim of this research paper is to conduct systematic analysis on ITS. found that by combining various
new technologies. ITS have become very efficient to solving transport related issues in smart cities.

Priyadarshini Panda et al. Presented Intelligent Transport System becomes better transportation safety and plasticity and amplify global connectivity by means of productivity improvements extract through the group action of advanced publicity technologies into the moving support and in ventilegant vehicle.

Dilip K. Shinde et al. explains the various ITS technologies being put to use for safety of traffic operations in urban corridor of travel. It includes applications for providing information to road users as well as enforcement of traffic regulations.

Shubham Srivastava et al. explains various ITS applications and policy measures in India context and a brief about the issues and challenges of ITS in INDIA.

4. Application areas of Intelligent Transport System

The entire application of ITS is based on data collection, analysis and using the results of the analysis in the operations, control and research concepts for traffic management where location plays an important role.

1. Advanced Traffic Management System
2. Advanced Traveler Information System
3. Advanced Vehicle Control system
4. Advanced Public Transportation System
5. Advanced Rural Transportation Systems
6. Advanced Commercial Vehicles Operations system

ATMS detects traffic situations, transmits them to control center via communication network, and then develops traffic control strategies by combing all kinds of traffic information. Furthermore, ATMS makes use of facilities to carry out traffic control and transmits the information to drivers and concerned departments, and implements traffic management measures, such as ramp metering, signal control, speed control, incident management, electronic toll collection and high occupancy vehicle control and so on.

2. Advanced Traveler Information System, ATIS ATIS, with advanced communication technology, makes road users can access real time information in the car, at home, in the office or outdoors as the reference of choosing transportation modes, travel trips and routes. The system mainly includes changeable message signs, Highway Advisory Radio (HAR), GPS, the internet connection, telephone, fax, cable television, information Kiosk and mobile etc

3. Advanced Vehicle Control and Safety System, AVCSS AVCSS applies advanced technologies in vehicles and roads, and helps drivers control vehicles in order to reduce accidents and improve traffic safety. The AVCSS mainly includes anti-collision warning and control, driving assistance, automatic lateral/longitudinal control, and the long-run plans of automatic driving and automatic highway system.

4. Advanced Public Transportation System, APTS APTS applies the technology of ATMS, ATIS and AVCSS in public transportation in order to improve the quality of service, and increase efficiency and the number of people who take public transportation. The systm mainly includes.

5. automatic vehicle monitoring, VPS, computer scheduling and E-tickets Commercial Vehicle Operation, CVO CVO applies the technology of ATMS, ATIS and AVCSS in commercial vehicle operation such as trucks, buses, taxes and ambulances in order to improve efficiency and safety. The system mainly includes automatic vehicle monitoring, fleet management, computer scheduling and electronic payment. Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is an emerging transportation system which is comprised of an advanced information and telecommunication network for users, roads and vehicles.

4.1 Background Situation of Promoting ITS

- To Solve Social Problems caused by Road
- To activate the Economy
- To reach an Advanced Information and Tele – communication Society
- To Co-ordinate different Transport Modes
- To reduce Driver’s run

4.2 Problems in Transportation

- Traffic Congestion
- Fuel Consumption
- To Reduce Road Accidents

5. Intelligent Transportation Technologies

A) Wireless communications

Various forms of wireless communications technologies have been proposed for intelligent transportation systems. Radio modem communication on UHF and VHF frequencies are widely used for short and long range communication within ITS. Short-range communications of 350 m can be accomplished using protocols, specifically WAVE or the dedicated short range communications (DSRC) standard being promoted by the Intelligent Transportation Society of America and the United States Department of Transportation. Theoretically, the range of these protocols can be extended using mobile ad hoc networks or mesh networking. Longer range communications have been proposed using infrastructure networks such as WiMAX Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), or 3G. Long-range communications using these methods are well established, but, unlike the short-range protocols, these methods require extensive and very expensive infrastructure deployment

B) Computational technologies

Recent advances in vehicle electronics have led to a move towards fewer, more capable computer processors on a vehicle. A typical vehicle in the early 2000s would have between 20 and 100 individual networked microcontroller/programmable logic controller modules with non-real-time operating systems. The current trend is toward fewer, more costly microprocessor modules with hardware memory management and real-time operating systems. The new embedded system platforms allow for more sophisticated software applications to be implemented, including model-based process control, artificial intelligence, and ubiquitous computing. Perhaps the most important of these for intelligent transportation systems is artificial intelligence.

C) Sensing technologies
Technological advances in telecommunications and information technology, coupled with ultramodern/state-of-the-art microchip, RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), and inexpensive intelligent beacon sensing technologies, have enhanced the technical capabilities that will facilitate motorist safety benefits for intelligent transportation systems globally. Sensing systems for ITS are vehicle- and infrastructure-based networked systems, i.e., intelligent vehicle technologies. Infrastructure sensors are indestructible (such as in-road reflectors) devices that are installed or embedded in the road or surrounding the road (e.g., on buildings, posts, and signs), as required.

D) Video vehicle detection
Traffic-flow measurement and automatic incident detection using video cameras is another form of vehicle detection. Since video detection systems such as those used in automatic number plate recognition do not involve installing any components directly into the road surface or roadbed, this type of system is known as a "non-intrusive" method of traffic detection. Video from cameras is fed into processors that analyse the changing characteristics of the video image as vehicles pass.

E) Inductive Loop Detection:
Inductive loops can be placed in a roadbed to detect vehicles as they pass through the loop's magnetic field. The simplest detectors simply count the number of vehicles during a unit of time (typically 60 seconds in the United States) that pass over the loop, while more sophisticated sensors estimate the speed, length, and class of vehicles and the distance between them. Loops can be placed in a single lane or across multiple lanes, and they work with very slow or stopped vehicles as well as vehicles moving at high speed.

6. CONCLUSION
Intelligent Transport Systems or ITS, are increasingly being used globally to improve road safety, reduce travel times and help improve decision making by road users by providing relevant and timely data. Introducing intelligent transport system will definitely going to affect journey. It will reduce the possibility of road accidents, it will reduce average journey time by reducing travel time, it will also reduce fuel consumption and hence also contributes to environment. ITS holds a good point in making our journey safe.Today’s need to reduce congestion in metropolitan areas. ATMS can effective system for reducing congestions. It is an easy and effective way to cut down the growing of accidents and traffic jam.
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